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Pete the Cat, coolest kitty ever, is ready for another adventure!Â In Pete the Cat: Pete at the Beach,

Pete is spending the day at the seashore. He has fun collecting shells and building a sand castle.

But the beach is very hot. There is a whole ocean for Pete to cool off in, but it looks scary. Peteâ€™s

brother, Bob, offers to teach Pete to surf. Will that be enough to help Pete get over his fear of the

water?Â Pete at the Beach is a My First I Can Read book. It is designed to excite and engage

beginning readers. Reading aloud to a child is the first step to helping a kid become a great reader.
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But the size of the book makes it tough to enjoy them and the story line is just not as muc fun as the

original Pete the Cat books. I have heard the original author is no longer writing the series and it

shows. We probably will not buy any more.

My five year old Grandson loves Pete. The message to try at your own time is one well taken. My

grandson always holds his Pete the Cat doll while we read-- noticing how Pete's tail shape echoed

the shape of the ocean waves. Pete is encouraging and happy. Content on his own and trying new

things. We love Pete!



*****"I can read" is a wonderful inspiration for young kids, motivated by their curiosity to share the

joyful stories and amazing artwork and bright colors of Pete the Cat." Grandpa Didaskalex*My

grandson Oliver, a six years old artist -in his own right-, loves books and his older brother shares his

enthusiasm. This is a timely subject, refreshing for both kids and their parents. To share them with

Pete is even more refreshing. Enjoying beach activities, for young kids, is an encounter with nature,

a fascinating ocean, perpetual waves and shores.I agree with James Dean art teachers that he got

talent, as I read the first of Pete the cat series, not only in artistic expression, but education that

entertains and inspires kids to read. The authors create enjoyable characters that convey a cheerful

message. To enhance a kids to read is a great achievement, and it adds a degree of freedom to

them.

I don't like that this book doesn't repeat the way White shoes, Groovy Buttons and School shoes do.

I think the repeating is what makes their other books so fun.

We love all Pete the Cat books and they are always so delightful and colorful and such a message

to them. My grandson is 6 and can almost read them all. Everyone should have every Pete the Cat

Books in the library. Read to your children 15 minutes everyday.

My sons first solo reading book. I loved it because it was more about knowing how to sound out

words using the rules of phonics and a lot less of sight words and names. Most of the beginning

level readers seem to be packed with sight words and proper nouns. I'm much more interested in

my son practicing what he's learned about the sounds letters and blends make than how many

words he can memorize and regurgitate. Great book!

Not nearly as well written and entertaining as some of the other Pete The Cat books. My 4 & 5 year

old granddaughters did not enjoy it.

The story is okay (as one reviewer noted it's not the original author) but I bought these as a favor (1

per family) for my son's first backyard beach/splash bash birthday party and I thought they were

great especially for the price (I think I paid $2.29). Also right before our trip to the beach, my 2 yr old

liked to look at the sandcastle.
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